Fostering Advanced Knowledge
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FOSTERING ADVANCED KNOWLEDGE
16 Years of Excellence in Engineering Education
Selected students will be sent to USA, UK Universities Under Internship program
Employability Diploma certificate courses will be taught to all branches.
BOSCH - International Centre & IAS - Activity Centre - First time in Chennai Colleges.

REPUTATION OF SLAEC
• Highly dedicated non-profit motive management
• High-Ranking institute in tamil Nadu
• Consistent result in the university examination

INFRASTRUCTURE
• Excellent infrastructure, well stocked library and state-of-the-art laboratories and computers
• High speed free unlimited use of internet connectivity
• Separate standard hostels for both boys and girls
• spacious class-rooms and hygienic environment
• Buses for transportation facility from all corner of the city
• Excellent sports facility and student amenities centre
• Air conditioned Library

TEACHING METHODOLOGY
• Excellent teaching method using modern teaching aids (LCD Projectors)
• Individual student attention and emphasis on student personality development for communication and soft skills
• Excellent industry and academic exposure through visits, projects and seminars.

RESEARCH CENTERS AT SLAEC
• Centre for signal and image processing
• Centre for advanced robotics
• Centre for contemporary energy sources
• Centre for structural engineering
• Centre for wireless sensor Networking

FACULTY
• Pool of highly qualified rich, experienced and competent core faculty with maximum doctorates
• Highly motivated faculty
• Faculty believe in growth through commitment and nurturing talent

SPECIALITY OF SLAEC
• NSS, IAS, IPS Club, Sports Club, Technical Club, All Rouader Club.

PLACEMENT
• Commendable placement record: 100%
• Transport facilities from all parts of city

Admission 2013 - Eligibility: As per Anna University Norms.

B.E. COURSES
Mechanical Engineering - 120
Civil Engineering - 60
Electronics and Communication Engineering - 60
Electrical and Electronics Engineering - 60
Computer Science Engineering - 60

M.E. COURSES
Applied Electronics - 18
Computer Science Engineering - 24
Power Electronics & Drives - 18

OUR TOP RECRUITERS

SRI LAKSHMI AMMAL ENGINEERING COLLEGE
Agaram Then Road, Thiruvanarchery, Solaiyur, Chennai 600 126
T 044-22290443 / 22290357, 8939772599, 8939772699
E: info@slaecollege.edu.in
Corporate office: 1. First Main Road, Kasturba Nagar, Adyar
Chennai 600 020. T 044-42115251 / 91-98410 64199

Cognizant
Infosys
Wipro
HCL
Virtusa
CGS
CSS
Voltech
Global Staff
Genesis
Softlogic
Artech
A-CAT
ZEPPLEIN
Sutherland

A-CAT
ZEPPLEIN